Technical Data

Texstōn TexPrep Primer
DESCRIPTION: Texstōn TexPrep Primer is a superb white-based, penetrating sealer primer that will
equalize the substrate suction. It is tintable, odorless, and specifically formulated for the application of
plasters, Texstōn Primer is a 100% acrylic, water-based interior and exterior primer/undercoat with ceramic
spheres that create mechanical grip. This product may be used on new or old surfaces and is suitable for
residential and commercial applications. TexPrep Primer is recommended for application over absorbent
surfaces such as wallboard, brown coat and EIFS cement base coat.
GENERAL USE: Texstōn TexPrep Primer is to be used as an undercoat for Texstōn products when
indicated. On old painted surfaces, first remove any loose film and sand before filling with the primer. Not
suitable for metal, glass, sealed wood or sealed concrete.
ENVIROMENTAL: Water based. Non-Toxic. Recycled content- 5%. VOC: 0/g/L
MIXING: Texstōn TexPrep primer can be tinted with universal colorants to a maximum of 5% by volume
(Gallon, max 6.4 oz of colorants).
APPLICATION: Texstōn TexPrep Primer can be applied with either brushes or rollers. Can also be sprayed
with an HVLP or an air gun with a spray tip that is larger then 0.125 mm or with an airless gun tip that is
larger then 0.125 mm and the screen at the bottom needs to be taken out so that the spheres will be able to
pass through.
COVERAGE: 200-350 sq feet yields one coat per gallon. Depending on the porosity of the substrate.
DRYING TIME: This product requires an hour of drying time, depending on film thickness (20 degrees
Celsius at 65% Humidity RH).
CLEAN UP & DISPOSAL: When cleaning application equipment, use warm water. Do not dispose of any
product in sewers, waterways, or municipal garbage. It is best to use the entire product; however, if disposal
is necessary, contact your local municipality or paint store for disposal instructions.
WARRANTY: Texstōn expressly warranties its products to be fit for the ordinary purpose for which they are
intended for a period of five years from date of installation when applied and used in accordance with
manufacturer’s instructions within six months of purchase. Texstōn’s liability under this warranty is limited
to the replacement of product found to be defective or to the refund of the purchase price to original
purchaser. Texstōn reserves the right to require proof of purchase and to inspect installations prior to
resolving claims made under this warranty. This limited warrant is exclusive and in lieu of all other
warranties either written, oral, or implied, and expressly excludes liability for consequential damages.
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